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 REVIEWS 925

 Kilbury has taken an important first step in turning the attention of linguists
 back to morphophonemics as a legitimate and significant concern of modern theory
 in this survey. We await a critical sequel, perhaps from K himself, in the near
 future.
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 La grammaire g6nerative: r6flexions critiques. By CLAUDE HAG GE. Paris: Presses
 Universitaires de France, 1976. Pp. 244. F 48.00.

 Reviewed by PAUL NEWMAN, Rijksuniversiteit te Leiden

 This book consists of discursive comments on a range of familiar issues and
 problems in transformational-generative grammar: competence vs. performance,
 deep structure vs. surface structure, mathematical logic vs. natural language, the
 relationship of semantics to syntax, the role of extra-linguistic factors in linguistic
 description, the significance of the innateness hypothesis for general linguistic
 theory, etc. While there is a freshness in Hagege's style, many of the issues he treats
 seem stale (albeit still with us); and his criticisms themselves are hardly original,
 having been made earlier, and generally much better, by a variety of other scholars
 (e.g. Matthews 1967, Uhlenbeck 1963, 1967).1 Adding to this the fact that H
 doesn't pretend to have an alternative model of language structure that could cure
 the supposed ills of TG grammar, one is tempted to repeat a question alluded to by

 1 Neither of these authors is included in the otherwise extensive bibliography. The omission
 of Uhlenbeck is particularly surprising, given the fact that he has long been a prominent Euro-
 pean critic of TG grammar.
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 H in his preface: namely, whether diverting the professional energies of a productive
 descriptive linguist to such a critical endeavor was really worth the time and effort!

 For H, generative grammar encompasses three elements: (a) TG grammar as a
 theory of language, (b) generative linguistics as a model of linguistic analysis and
 description, and (c) generativists and generativism as a historical/sociological
 phenomenon. While the categories overlap, one of the merits of the book is the
 attempt to distinguish them. And whereas H has added little to our understanding
 of TG grammar in the narrow sense, he has raised useful questions and offered
 thoughtful reflections concerning the latter two categories. Let me restrict myself to
 just a few of these questions-ones that are not only intrinsically interesting, but
 that also serve to illustrate the partly-insightful/partly-mistaken nature of much of
 H's criticism.

 Objecting to the fetishism of formalism, H attacks the algebraic, crypto-analytical nature of
 generative linguistics on the grounds of excessive complexity and difficulty of understanding.
 Arguing that descriptions, especially of little-known languages, should be easily readable and
 interpretable, he asserts, 'Ce n'est pas n6cessairement un progres quand ... pour le lecteur,
 '"' explicite" n'est atteint qu'au prix d'un douloureux d6chiffrement' (177). This commonplace
 criticism of generative linguistics is faulty in three respects. First, it is not true, as always
 implied, that non-generative analyses and descriptions are (or have been) written in simple,
 everyday prose, accessible to the layman: consider, e.g. the extreme notationalism of post-
 Bloomfieldian grammars, or the Miroesque geometry of stratificational analyses. Second, are
 generative descriptions really so complex? For describing certain kinds of phenomena (like
 deletions, transpositions, or morphophonological alternations), generative formulations are
 probably less complex than traditional statements-assuming, of course, that one is familiar
 with the rudiments of the notational system and rule conventions. Finally, even if generative
 formalization were truly complex, this in itself would be no basis for objecting to it. One does
 not criticize economics (to mention a 'soft' science) for using complex statistics and higher
 mathematics, just because an understanding thereof demands a high level of technical skill and
 training on the part of other practitioners in the field. The question, then, is not the complexity
 of formalism as such, but whether the formalism 'buys anything' (to use a popular generativist
 phrase). Here H is right when he challenges the naive assumption ' Formaliser, c'est expliquer.'
 While formalism obviously can contribute to precise statement, elegant generalization, and
 thus to greater understanding, it does not automatically guarantee that result. Having lost sight
 of this elementary fact, many generativists and would-be generativists have fallen into the trap
 of gratuitous formalism, i.e. describing things in a more cumbersome, less insightful way than
 could have been done otherwise-or, worse still, simply rephrasing well-known facts in formal-
 istic terms, without recognizing that nothing new has thereby been demonstrated. Still, these
 practical matters are only part of the issue. At a higher level, the real question relating to
 formalism is whether one accepts the generative view of language as a systematic whole,
 describable in terms of an integrated set of explicit rules, or whether one shares H's extra-
 ordinary (anti-structuralist!) concept of language as a random assemblage of the flotsam and
 jetsam of history--'une sorte de bric-a-brac', to use his phrase (225).

 H starts off his discussion of the generative approach to linguistic research by rejecting the
 validity of the hypothetico-deductive/empirico-inductive dichotomy. For him, these metho-
 dological concepts are 'complimentaires, meme si elles apparaissent a beaucoup comme op-
 posses' (52 n.). This is rather surprising, since others who criticize generative grammar for
 being aprioristic and non-empirical normally accept the validity of this distinction fully as
 much as do generativists themselves, who extol the virtues of rationalism and deductivism.
 Obviously, adherents of the hypothetico-deductive approach must ultimately resort to empirical
 data to verify their formulations; and conversely, even the most ardent empirico-inductive field
 workers must eventually make generalizations of some kind from their materials. But the
 methodological approaches and the manners of working ARE different. The linguist who returns
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 from the field with a complete draft grammar in hand clearly has a very different concept of
 scientific methodology from the linguist who returns loaded with crates of notes and tapes for
 analysis over the next five to ten years.

 Related to the deductive/inductive dichotomy is the supposed opposition-accepted by H-
 between linguistic approaches that are 'theory-oriented' and those that are 'data-oriented'
 (cf. Bolinger 1960 and the refutation by Lees 1965). The notion that generative grammar is
 inherently theoretical-or even data-hostile-is a widespread misconception which, unfor-
 tunately, has been encouraged by statements and practices of generativists themselves: e.g. the
 contempt shown for 'trivial' or 'uninteresting' counter-examples, the determination of gram-
 maticality on the basis of one speaker (self), the promulgation of universals on the basis of one
 language (English), and the establishment of an intellectual hierarchy whereby 'mere' descrip-
 tive work is accorded a much lower status than theoretical work. Even if one acknowledges that
 generativists have tended to be overly concerned with linguistic theory-to the dismay of
 many of us-it is still not true that generative grammar is simply a 'theory-oriented' brand of
 philosophy. Many linguists, now doing basic descriptive or historical research, have neverthe-
 less adopted the framework of generative grammar because of its ability to handle natural-
 language data. Conversely, many adherents of non- or anti-generative schools do highly
 abstract, theoretical linguistics. The charge that generative grammar is concerned only with
 theory-and that, as a result, 'notre connaissance des langues particulibres demeure station-
 naire' (227)-is directly refuted by the large number of generative grammars of unknown or
 little-known languages that have been written over the past twenty years.2

 An interesting and lively aspect of H's book is his attempt to explain generativists and genera-
 tivism as a socio-historical phenomenon. One would have preferred a dispassionate description,
 a la de Tocqueville, rather than a sketchy caricature; but like all caricatures, H's 'profil du
 monde g6n6rativiste' has a basis in reality. In any case, his description is primarily of value
 not because of its accuracy, but because of the revealing picture it provides of how Ugly
 American generativists look to non-generativists abroad. The most significant component of
 this profile (judged by the attention it receives) is DOGMATISM. This manifests itself in the
 generativists' unshakable belief in the correctness of their theory-and, even more, in their
 personal arrogance, condescension, and intolerance toward non-generativists. Bolstered by
 Kuhn's 1962 model of scientific revolutions (now accepted as an integral part of generative
 ideology), generativists purposely emphasize their break with the past. Non-generativists are
 callously dismissed as antediluvian, and ignorance of pre-Chomskyan linguistic works becomes
 the professional norm. This leads to the not infrequent practice among generativists of pre-
 senting, as new and original, analyses already to be found in earlier writings. (Consider, e.g.,
 the recent phonology [sic] article by Leben & Robinson 1977, in which Nidaesque morphology
 is re-invented without mention of Nida 1949.)

 The DYNAMISM of generativism, another of its outstanding traits, is seen as having both
 positive and negative aspects. The boom in academic linguistics (evidenced by the sharp increase
 in the number of linguists, university linguistic departments, and linguistics journals), the
 spill-over of linguistics into related disciplines (e.g. language teaching and psychology), and the
 broad popularization of what used to be an esoteric subject are generative by-products that
 have had a beneficial effect on the field of linguistics as a whole. However, dynamism as reflected
 in the professional style of generativists has also meant the proliferation of premature and
 fragmentary works-hastily conceived, poorly executed, internally inconsistent, atrociously
 written, and carelessly produced. One of the worst aspects of this negative dynamism, from a
 scholarly point of view, has been the continual flux in TG theory and the almost cavalier
 disavowal by generativists of their own ideas, sometimes even before the well-cited 'under-
 ground' manuscripts containing these ideas have been published. The aggressive arrogance of
 the first generation of generativists is thus replaced by the cynical arrogance of later proponents,
 who parry all possible criticism from the outside by pre-emptive disclaimers in the prefaces and
 postscripts to their own works.

 2 Most of these works are unpublished doctoral theses, but they are nevertheless accessible
 to the scholarly community through University Microfilms.
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 In proposing AMATEURISM as a generativist trait, H has been thrown off the track by the
 cuteness of 'which hunts', 'salami-eating Seymours' etc.3 These exercises in word play, and
 other generativist departures from standard professional practice, may look like 'aimable
 dilettantisme'; but their real explanation lies in the non-conformist, anti-establishment outlook
 that dominated large sectors of the university populace during the 1960's. The young genera-
 tivist in a bright T-shirt lecturing a staid Yale University audience on the theoretical significance
 of Kalamafuckingzoo was a vivid example, not of amateurism, but of pure Dadaism!

 Probably the single most interesting question raised by H is how to account for
 the phenomenal success of generative grammar. As he rightly points out, its
 linguistic 'correctness' can not in itself be the answer-even if one were to grant, as
 many will not, that it represented a major scientific advance over post-Bloomfieldian
 structuralism. The specific socio-historical factors adduced by him, however, ring
 hollow: that linguists were attracted to generative grammar by its novelty; seduced
 by its logico-mathematical apparatus and philosophical veneer; convinced by the
 polemic talents of Chomsky, Postal et al.; forced by direct or indirect university
 pressures; and/or 'channeled' into theoretical (generative) linguistics by funding
 agencies of the ruling class.4 This is obviously not the place to explore the question,
 which really needs to be studied by a good social historian; nevertheless, I would
 like at least to mention two factors which, it seems to me, contributed to the success

 of generative grammar, and which have never been appreciated by non-generativists
 ---especially those from abroad.

 The first is that a number of the early generativists were extremely good teachers.
 The outsider-outraged by the belligerent polemics of generative lectures and
 writings-could not know that, in the classroom, a Halle at MIT or a Stockwell at
 UCLA functioned as a sympathetic and dedicated teacher, prepared to spend long
 hours explaining the intricacies and nuances of the new model. Students were
 attracted to generative grammar because, among other reasons, their teachers made
 it intellectually challenging and exciting. On the whole, generative grammar ex-
 panded not by winning over its opponents (although there were some very import-
 ant early converts), but by internally creating its own adherents.

 The other factor, completely missed because of the obsession with DOGMATISM,
 is that within the pioneer generative circles, in the early days, there was a tremen-
 dous spirit of intellectual freedom.' While there was a general consensus that 'the
 other guys' were wrong and that the basic linguistic/philosophical tenets of
 generative grammar were essentially right, there was a singular absence of dogma or
 rigidity. Everyone was encouraged to test the theory on a new language, to explore
 linguistic areas not yet treated, and to experiment with different kinds of formal

 3 In the context of amateurism, one should note H's own habit of name-dropping: over fifty
 names of various scholars are mentioned throughout the book without adequate identification
 or reference. One can also criticize H for the absence of a topical index. The book does have an
 index of language names; but since most of the languages cited are simply mentioned in passing,
 this index serves no useful purpose.

 4 This latter idea was picked up from an unsubstantiated political diatribe by Newmeyer &
 Emonds 1971.

 5 Given the remarkable academic freedom of American universities-as compared with the
 doctrinaire, authoritarian nature of French academia-the facile charge of dogmatism seems
 ironic if not hypocritical.
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 devices-always with the freedom to modify or reject the then-standing TG theory
 as necessary. Of great importance in understanding the growth and spread of genera-
 tive grammar is the fact that this freedom extended to students who, in key places,
 were permitted to follow their own lines of research, challenge the views of their
 teachers (generativist or not), take part in the continual discussion and debate, and
 otherwise participate actively in the creation and dissemination of this new theory.
 In the final analysis, generative grammar was a creative, liberating movement,
 which freed linguistics as a discipline and as a profession from the straitjacket of the
 post-Bloomfieldian period. Whatever the other factors involved, a great part of its
 success must be ascribed to this.

 Taken as a whole, H's book is hard to evaluate. Ideas flow one after the other in
 a stream-of-consciousness style. Some are enlightening, others befuddled, some
 are perspicacious, others trite; and the reader must be able to discriminate between
 them. The American generativist who is willing to make the effort to comprehend a
 totally different viewpoint would have the best chance of getting something valuable
 out of the book, in spite of its prejudices and distortions. Unfortunately, however,
 it will probably be the European non-generativist who will read it, enjoy it, and,
 helas, believe it.
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 Notes from the linguistic underground. Edited by JAMES D. MCCAWLEY. (Syntax
 and semantics, 7.) New York: Academic Press, 1976. Pp. xxii, 453. $17.00.

 Reviewed by JAMES L. FIDELHOLTZ, Uniwersytet Marii Curie-Sklodowskiej

 This book is an impressive collection of articles on transformational grammar,
 previously of limited circulation (hence the title), by many of the foremost prac-
 titioners of TG in the 60's. Reviewing it would indeed be a formidable undertaking,
 were it not for the fact that McCawley has in effect already done the job with his
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